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TSUNAMI OF ANTI-SEMITISM 
Isi Leibler 

Jerusalem Post, May 27, 2013 
 

Participants at the fourth conference of the Global Forum for Combating anti-Semitism, held under the 
auspices of the Foreign Ministry this week in Jerusalem, will be provided with data highlighting the 
accelerated global erosion of the status of Jews and Israel. In the post-Holocaust era, many had predicted, 
mistakenly, that the world’s oldest hatred would recede, even anticipating that anti-Semites would soon 
become an extinct species. Instead, defaming Jews has emerged as the greatest global political growth 
industry – a virtual tsunami. In fact we are witnessing a resurrection of the medieval paranoia which 
effectively blamed Jews for all the disasters of mankind. 
 

The most concentrated venom is relentlessly directed against “the state of the Jews” (anti- Israelism) which is 
now the principal vehicle employed to demonize Jews. It dominates debates at the UN and other international 
organizations where rogue states and barbaric regimes seek to delegitimize the state of the Jews. The bias and 
double standards against Israel became so intense that the Organization for Security and Co-operation in 
Europe (OSCE) decided to explicitly define such behaviour as anti-Semitic. 
 

The escalation of Jew-hatred in recent years has been greatly accelerated by the economic meltdown and 
surge in unemployment throughout Europe. Such an environment breeds xenophobia which, since time 
immemorial, was always directed against Jews, exploiting them as scapegoats. 

http://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Columnists/Candidly-Speaking-A-global-tsunami-of-anti-Semitism-314563
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The era of the Internet and electronic global communications has been a boon to Jew-baiters, enabling the
to globally disseminate their hatred instantly and effectively. New varieties of Judeophobia have emerge

itism which had been temporarily mand integrated with the traditional anti- Sem
horrors of the Holocaust. 
 

The new blend fuses traditional right-wing religious, racial and economically inspired hatred of Jews with 
leftist varieties which now dominates indigenous Western anti-Semites. Ironically, the Left bases its 

onization of the Jewisdem
Arab anti-Semitism and abdicating its traditional long-standing role of purporting to champion rights of the
oppressed and condemning human rights violations – an area in which the Arab world excels. 
 

The greatest outpouring of anti-Jewish hatred emanates from the newly empowered Muslim countries, with 
their combined population of 1.6 billion. In conjunction with their diasporas in Western countries, they 
renziedly promote a devilish brew of unique Islamic anti-Semitism combined with the traditiof

varieties. They depict Jews as vampires; descendants of apes and pigs; evil creatures disseminating AIDS; th
masterminds behind 9/11; etc. Their incitement is at least as potent as the worst Jew-hatred promoted du
the Nazi era. In addition, the jihadist component has been the principal element stoking the escalation of 
global violence, terror and murder against Jews. 
 

We also witnessed the emergence of Jewish anti-Semites, who are now increasingly promoted to the 
forefront by our enemies as representing “decent” Jews. They legitimize Holocaust inversion as a vehicle

irch their kinsmen – comparing Israelis to Nbesm
 

The hatred has reached epic levels in Europe, the continent whose soil was drenched in Jewish blood only 70
years ago and ironically today commemorates an annual Holocaust Memorial. Incredibly, European Jewish 

munities probably face greater anti-Semitism today than prior to the Holocaust. Then, at least libecom
and much of the Left were willing to condemn the Nazis and speak out on behalf of Jews. Today, under the 
guise of promoting human rights, the Left is usually heading the anti-Jewish pack. 
 

This is cogently summarized in the introduction to Dr. Manfred Gerstenfeld’s new book Demonizing Israel 
and the Jews, where he states, “today well over 100 million Europeans embrace a satanic view of the state of

inating the Palestinians.... This current widIsrael. They believe that Israel is exterm
Israel is an imitation of the diabolical beliefs about Jews which many held in the Middle Ages, and those 
promoted more recently by the Nazis and their allies.” Opinion polls confirm that nearly 50% of Europeans 
regard Israel as a greater threat to the peace and stability of mankind than North Korea, Iran or Syria. 
 

There is also increasing anti-Jewish street violence in European cities, much of which is passed off as 
hooliganism. In many cities Jews are advised not to wear kippot (Jewish skullcaps) or other signs of Jewish 

sectors of Islamic migrant communities has resultidentification. In France, the aggressive approach of 
murders. Attitudes in the UK have also dramatically changed as reflected in the frenetic and shameful 
hostility and bias toward Israel and the Jews expressed by the bulk of the media. 
 

These attitudes even permeate the British judiciary, with one judge acquitting a group which had vandalized
products designed for Israel on the grounds that it was engaging in justified opposition to the “occupati

s Union to boycott IsraeMore recently a judge, upholding the right of UK Teacher
for behaving inappropriately by suggesting that was relevant to the Jewish religion. The UK Protestant 
churches have reverted to their former hostility to the Jews, with some even challenging Israel’s legitimacy. 
Even Germany, despite its special relationship with the Jews, has been displaying signs of growing anti-
Semitism and Holocaust fatigue. 
 

Other European countries are witnessing a resurgence of xenophobia and neo-Nazism. The situation in 
Hungary is especially stark; Jobbik, the Nazi party whose supporters proudly chant “Heil Hitler” and oth

azi slogans, gained 17% of the vN
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Belgium, Holland and the Scandinavian countries, especially those hosting substantial Muslim immigra
communities with electoral clout have also registered major upsurges in anti-Semitism. 
In these communities, many Jews are in denial. Leading somewhat cloistered lives and not personally 
encountering anti-
 

The greatest impact is on the younger Jewish generation whose parents grew up in an environment in whic
they took pride in their Judaism and association with Israel. But in a climate in which the
continuously bombard them with defamatory reports about Israel Jewish pride and dignity is undermin
increasing numbers of younger Jews seek anonymity. Some even engage in anti-Israel rhetoric to attain
acceptability. 
 

Such a pariah lifestyle is not an environment likely to inculcate a positive Jewish identity and there is now 
serious concern about the long-term survival of many established Jewish communities. Some read the writing 
on the wall and recognize that there is no future for their children in Europe, and contemplate emigration or 
encourage thei
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WHY ARE HUMAN RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS  
SILENT ABOUT ARAB AND MUSLIM ANTI-SEMITISM? 

Elder of Ziyon, May 9, 2013 
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 to the international communi
committed to joining their ongoing efforts and to helping to bring problems of anti-Semitism
overall human rights discourse. 

 2013, if you look through the Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International websites, it is 
t indeed to find any condemnations of Arab or Muslim antisemitism. While they condemn ant
m in Western countries, I cannot find a single mention of the phrases “Arab anti-Semitism” or 
m anti-Semitism” on either of the

with Islamophobia. 
 

Given the daily antisemitic incitement in the Arab and Muslim worlds, this is yet another indication tha
“human rights” organizations have a significant blind spot and are anxious to judge Arabs and Muslim
quite different standards than they judge Westerners. 
 

n the past two days I
newspaper. Also recently we saw two accusations of the medieval blood libel in Egypt, a newspaper serie
insulting Judaism in Jordan, as well as examples of antisemitism in the Iraq media, Saudi Arabia newspaper
a Palestinian Arab “human rights group”  and “peace a
endemic. But worse than that, the hatred is mass produced. In 2001, a hugely popular 30-part Ramadan T
series aired in the Arab world based on the Protocols of the Elders of Zion. It was rerun in Egypt this year. 
Iran released an antisemitic movie last year.  
 

A purely anti-Semitic TV series (“Khaybar”) is being filmed now in Egypt and Morocco to be shown in 
Arabic TV will be used to incite hundreds of millions of people against Jews during Ramadan to the Arab 
world. The filming of the series gets regular coverage in Arab media, and they make clear that it is meant to
demonize Jews. The director doesn’t even atte
organizations are silent about that as well. 
 

So where are the condemnations from the mainstream defenders of human rights who have said that 
antisemitism is a serious human rights violation?  Or is it simply too touchy a subject for them? Simply put, 
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human rights organizations do not insist that Arabs and Muslims adhere to the same standards that the rest 
of the world must. 
 

I think there is another reason why this issue is roundly ignored by the mainstream human rights 
organizations. They want to believe that if only Israel would offer more concessions, then peace is possible. 
They want to frame the Arab-Israeli conflict in terms of human rights and international law and fairness and 
other Western co
to Westerners as well, so the cycle of self-deception is complete. 
 

Publicizing the rampant Jew-hatred in the Arab and Muslim worlds, however, will show that the hate 
transcends any other claims. The Arab goal isn’t human rights. They want to destroy the Jewish state and 
have Jews revert to the second-class status (at best) that they held in the Middle East for the past 1400 years. 
The idea that Jews aren’t meekly submissive to their more numero
not land disputes or “settlements.” 
 

Once this realization sinks in, the Western liberal mind would despair. Peace, it would appear, isn’t possib
in such a toxic environment. But since peace is imperative, the thinking goes, all evidence to the contrary 
must be downplayed. Pretend it is a political problem with a political solution, and don’t let anything get in 
the  way. 
 

The irony is that soft-pedaling Arab and Muslim antisemitism does no one any favors. HRW, Amnesty, 
Oxfam and all the other human rights organizations can help the cause of peace immensely by shining ligh
on this oldest hatred. Publicizing the issue is necessary  for ridding the Muslim world of their hate - or at 
least open
condemning an article that denies the Holocaust or accuses Jews of drinking gentile blood on Passover.) 
 

Peace is literally unthinkable when the Jewish people are viewed as evil incarnate. Human rights 
organizations have clout. Shining light on this problem is essential, and it is not an obstacle to peace – it is
prerequisite. Right now, the human rights organizations have a chance to prove that they mean what they
The Khaybar TV series is coming, and it is pure incitement against Jews. Denouncing this as a human rig
issue – which it is, according to Amnesty’s and HRW’s own words – can show that these organiza
serious about their own stated purposes. 
 

Elder of Ziyon is one of the world’s most popular pro-Israel bloggers. 
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THE EUROPEAN UNION –  
HYPOCRISY, HOSTILITY AND BLATANT PREJUDICE 

Amb. Alan Baker, 
JCPA, July 18, 2013 

 

The current dispu
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te between the European Union and Israel emanates from the publication on June 30, 2013, 
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Day War, for grants, pr
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EU bodies on how past EU-Israel agreements are to be applied. 
 

On December 10, 2012, the EU Foreign Affairs Council determined that “all agreements between the State of
Israel and the EU must unequivocally and explicitly indicate their inapplicability to the territories occupied 
by Israel in 1967.” 
 
The EU statement added that the determination also conforms to the EU’s long-standing position that “Israeli 
settlements are illegal under international law and with the non-recognition by the EU of Israel’s sovereignty 
over the occupied territories, irrespective of their legal status under domestic Israeli law.” 
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 League of Nations, including the major European 
states, in the 1920 San Remo Declaration, affirming the establishment of a national home for the Jewish 
People in the historical area of the Land of Israel as well as close Jewish settlement throughout. This included 

P
states, effective July 19, 2013, forbidding funding, cooperation, scholarships, research funds, or prizes to 
anyone residing in the Jewish settlements in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. The regulation requires that 
any agreement or contract signed by an EU country with Israel include a clause stating that
are not part of the State of Israel and therefore are not part of the agreement. 
 

The directive includes a territorial clause stating that all agreements will be valid only within Israeli border
recognized by the European Union, meaning the borders prior to the 1967 Six-Day War. It forbids 
cooperation by European Union members with private or governmental bodies located beyond the “Green 
Line.” The European Commission notice states that its aim is “to ensure th
commitments in conformity with international law on the non-recognition by the EU of Israel’s sovereignty 
over the territories occupied by Israel since June 1967.” 
 

This directive complements intensive activity by the EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs, Catherine
Ashton, devoted almost exclusively to the issue of Israel’s settlements, and repeated calls to EU foreign 
ministers to fully enforce EU legislation regarding the labelling of products from Israeli settlements, with a 
view to preventing such products from benefiting from lo
European consumers and importers. As stated by Ashton: “Our consumers have the right to an informed 
choice; this initiative will help support our retailers to provide this. The correct labelling of products is 
necessary to ensure our consumers are not being misled by false information.” 
 

As such, the publication of the commission notice is the culmination of a concerted policy initiative led by 
Ashton, with active and substantive encouragement by the EU member governments and the official EU 
representation to Israel, directed against Israel’s settlements in Judea and Samaria [the West Bank], the 
of which is to press the Israeli government into making territorial and political c
products coming from the settlements. 
 

This unprecedented and hostile EU fixation with Israel and its settlements, to the almost total exclusion of
other pressing issues in the Middle East, Europe, and throughout the world, is based on a series of long-
standing and deliberately misleading and flawed legal and political assumptions regarding the illegality of 
Israel’s settlements and the status of the
 

These assumptions are all the more misleading and misguided in that they totally negate or deliberately flout 
the historic and legal rights granted by the international community, including Europe, to Israel and the 
Jewish people in a series of international agreements and commitments. The assumptions totally ignore the
indigenous rights of the Jewish people in the area, as protected by international decla
 

Similarly, they negate the very positions supported by the European states that endorsed UN Security Council
Resolution 242 from 1967 calling for “secure and recognized boundaries,” and negate the EU’s own 
commitments as signatory and witness to the Oslo Accords, to honour the content of those accords, and not t
predetermine and undermine specific negotiating issues including the final status of the territo
settlements, Jerusalem, and other issues. 
 

As such, the present EU policy, including the commission notice, specifically undermines the negotia
process by taking sides, and by pre-determining the negotiating issues of settlements, Jerusalem and borders. 
As such, this fixation prejudices and obviates any claim by the EU to impartiality, and precludes the EU from
performing any function within the negot
 

The legality of Israel’s settlements stems from the historic, indigenous and legal rights of the Jewish peopl
to settle in the area, granted pursuant to valid and binding international legal instruments recognized and 
accepted by the international community. These rights cannot be denied or placed in question. 
 

ously adopted by theThey include the declaration unanim
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the areas of Judea and Samaria and Jerusalem. This was subsequently affirmed internationally in the League 
of Nations 1922 Palestine Mandate instrument, and accorded continued validity, up to the present day, by
Article 80 of the UN Charter which determines the continued validity of the rights granted to al
peoples, or already existing international instruments (including those adopted by the League of Nations). 
 

The “1967 borders” do not exist, and have never existed. The 1949 Armistice Agreements entered into by
Israel and its Arab neighbours, establishing the armistice demarcation lines, clearly stated that these lines 
“are without prejudice to future territorial settlements or boundary lines or to claims of either Party relating 
thereto.” Accordingly, they cannot be accepted or declared to be Israel’s border. 
 

UN Security Council Resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) called upon the parties to achieve a just and 
lasting peace in the Middle East and specifically stressed the need to negotiate in order to achieve “secure 
and recognized boundaries.” The European state members of the Security Council approved that resolution
 

The EU assumption regarding the illegality of Israel’s settlement policy is legally flawed, and ignores 
authoritative sources regarding the provenance and interpretation of Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva 

ass transfer of population into occConvention (1949). This article prohibits the m
by Germany during the Second World War. It was neither relevant, nor was it ever intended to apply to 
Israel’s settlements.  
 

mentary by the International Committee of the Red Cross, According to the authoritative and official com
published in 1958, as well as opinions by prominent international jurists, Article 49 relates to deportati
over 40 million people subjected to forced migration, evacuation, displacement, and expulsion. The va
numbers of people affected and the aims and purposes behind such a population movement speak for 
themselves. There is nothing to link such circumstances to Israel’s settlement policy. One may further as
this is not a misreadin
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Ramadan Series ‘Khaybar’ Is a Battle Cry Against Jews: Ariel Ben Solomon, Jerusalem Post, July 11, 2013— Arab T
satellite channels are airing a series this year called Khaybar, referring to the Muslim massacre of the Jews of the town of that 
name in northwestern Arabia in 628 CE. After the attack, some Muslims, including Muhammad, took surviving women as wives. 

he Muslim conquerors charged the Jews a 50 percent tax on their crops and in 637, after Muhammad’s death, the C

V 

aliph Omar 
expelled the remaining Jews from Khaybar. 
 

tisemitism in the Month of Ramadan

T

Countering An : Rashad Hussain, JTA, July 17, 2013—During Ramadan, Muslim 
und the world experience a month of fasting, devotion and increased consciousness of their faith. They also 

e of 
communities aro
remember those who are suffering around the world and seek an end to the forces of hatred that lead to violence against peopl
all faiths. 
 

Anti-Semitism Is Why The Arab Spring Failed: Ahmad Hashemi, Times of Israel, April 9, 2013— About two years ago, when 
the so-called pro-democracy movement, better known as the “Arab Spring,” began in the region, many commentators hailed it as 
“a great step forward,” “a turning point in the contemporary Arab world history”, and a “fourth wave of democratization.” I 

y remember those days very well because my colleagues at Iran’s foreign ministry were very excited. Like most Iranians, the
supported the toppling of the old tyrants in the Arab world.  
 

The Letter Netanyahu Should Send to the EU: Steven Plaut, Front Page Magazine, July 19, 2013—Editor’s note: The letter 
below was formulated on behalf of the Israeli Prime Minister by Steven Plaut: Dear Leaders and Commissioners of the European 
Union: As Prime Minister of Israel I would like to thank you for sharing your thoughts with the world about how Israel should 
solve the Middle East conflict, namely by agreeing to “return” the “occupied Palestinian” lands to the “Palestinians.” 
 
 

Ber Lazarus, Publications Editor, Canadian Institute for Jewish Research/L'institut Canadien de recherches sur le Judaïsme,  
.isranet.org
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